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TAKES AN INSIDERÕS LOOK AT...

MDB Industries
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Founded in the late 1990’s, MDB
Industries has carved a niche for itself
using creativity and experience, along
with advanced engineering technology
and CNC (Computer Numerical
Control) manufacturing, to fashion true,
custom solutions for their customers’
millwork needs.  Whether a client
wants a complete house trim package,
exotic paneling, a coffered ceiling, an
entire specialty room such as a wine cel-
lar or home theater, flooring, or a cus-
tom entry door, MDB can create or replicate it.  They can
even help a client process their own trees with their saw-
ing and kiln drying capabilities, perfect to recycle the fall-
en tree in the yard, or incorporate back into the home the
timber removed from a new-build site clearing.

MDB’s artistic capabilities are used in their other
specialties as well, including restoration work. Their
ability to recreate any portion of a trim or architectural
component (such as handrails and spindles) starts by
scanning the original to create a digital model, then
reproducing it to within .01 of an inch. This is invalu-
able to those renovating a historic home with damaged
or missing trim, those adding on and wishing to main-
tain integrity between old and new, or those who have a
prototype of something
they like and won’t set-
tle for anything less.

Owner Carlton
Wilson sees entrance
doors as an opportuni-
ty for homeowners to
express their tastes in a
creative and functional
manner and is excited
to be adding both inte-
rior and exterior doors
to MDB’s services.
“It’s a rare detail in
homes,” he says.
“Why not add an interesting design feature to these
manufactured homes?  Or add the finishing touch to the
dream house you’ve worked hard to build?  We all see
fantastic homes with grand, towering entranceways,
with a boring slab of a front door that no one uses—it’s
not inviting.  Whether it’s a replacement or brand-new,
a custom designed doorway is a relatively easy enhance-
ment to make, and adds so much to your home.”

MDB Industries helps their clients find the per-
fect solution for all their architectural millwork needs,
whether they’re home builders, renovation and restora-
tion experts, or homeowners building new, adding on,

or restoring a historic or treasured home.
Logon to  www.mdbindustries.com to
see more inspiring examples of their
work and call to discuss your plans
and ideas.
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